
How would you improve the buying experience of
users on Grofers app?
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1.0 Problem
Grofers is an online grocery delivery service with millions of users across 27 cities in India. It
connects users with grocery offerings from local stores at lowest prices. In the case of online
grocery shopping, users usually have some idea about what to buy but still like to discover new
items to purchase by exploring the app. So, having the right means to discover things easily in
the app can enhance the overall buying experience of users and in turn help in Grofers’
success.

Not having a clear and impactful user experience will adversely affect the discoverability of
items and lead to decision fatigue for users. Thus, the users would find the app unreliable and
feel unmotivated to come back to shop again. This may ultimately lead to churn of customers
and negative impact on revenue of Grofers.

Thus in order to avoid this, Grofers needs to improve the overall buyer experience in its app.
Five pain points were identified by looking at the user journey(Refer Appendix 6.3) of various
personas(Refer Appendix 6.2). The pain points are as follows:

Problem

1.1 Irrelevant
Recommendations after
adding item to cart

Description:
1. The recommendations which are currently

provided to the user are not related in any manner
to the item added to cart.

2. It doesn’t even show why Grofers is
recommending these items to the user, which
creates confusion and distrust in the mind of the
user.

Screenshots illustrating the paint point:
Recommendations after adding washing powder to cart:



Impact: Leads to potential loss of revenue due to user not
adding recommended items to cart and increase in user
search time as user would have to search for items
separately

1.2 Inconsistent
Information hierarchy
of category
classification

Description:
1. Categories are accessed in 2 ways:

a. By tapping on the categories section at the
top

b. By scrolling down the app homepage
2. The difference in the classification of categories

shown in these 2 ways lie in the:
a. number of categories shown(19 vs 16)
b. order of the categories shown
c. the image icons of the same category and

more
3. These differences increase cognitive load in the

mind of users and makes it difficult for them to
learn about the different categories present and
navigate amongst them easily.

Screenshots illustrating the paint point:
By tapping on Categories section at the top:



By scrolling down the app homepage:

Impact: Leads to less engagement with the different
categories shown due to high cognitive load

1.3 Inconsistent design
across each category
page

Description:
1. The User Interface design of each category page

is different(as shown in Grocery and Staples
category and Personal Care category below).



2. The design elements(layout, sub-category icons
and information hierarchy) are different in each
category page.

3. The user finds it difficult to learn new UI patterns
for each category page as it is a high cognitive
load task.

4. This distracts the user and makes for an
unpleasant in-category page experience for users.

Screenshots illustrating the paint point:
Grocery and Staples category page:

Personal Care category page:



Impact: Leads to less retention because of high cognitive
load and higher search time within categories as user
finds it difficult to navigate each category

1.4 Difficulty in keeping
track of products to buy
in future

Description:
1. While going through a lot of products in the app, it

might happen that some of the products are
unavailable currently or the user wants to buy a
particular product after some time(a few
days/weeks).

2. There is no provision/mechanism right now to
follow up on these products later which will
increase effort taken by the user as they have to
keep track of the items manually as well as search
again for the same items later

Screenshots illustrating the paint point:
No option to keep track:



Impact: Leads to potential loss of revenue as user might
either forget about buying the product altogether or switch
to competitor app where such provision is available

1.5 Difficulty in
exploring new items
within a subcategory

Description:
1. When users are searching for products within a

sub-category, they can scroll and see all the
products available currently within it.

2. But when users want to try out or explore new
items within a subcategory, they cannot narrow
down their search in a focused manner and thus
have to scroll through all the items present, which
becomes a time consuming task.

3. This provides an unpleasant user experience as
the barrier to get the user’s job done, which is
exploring new items in this case, is high.

Screenshots illustrating the paint point:
No option to explore new items:



Impact: Leads to less engagement and retention as user
will take more time and effort in decision making



2.0 Solutions

2.1 Better suggestions under the Recommendations box:

Pain Point 1.1 i.e. Irrelevant Recommendations after adding item to cart

User Persona Most relevant for 2 and 3 i.e. Reema and Radha(refer Appendix 6.2)

Feature
Description

The recommendations box will have suggestions based on the user's
past buying and search history or based on other people in the area
buying similar items(social proof). The reason for recommending a
particular product would also be displayed to provide credibility.

Implementation
Steps

1. The recommendations icon would appear at the bottom left of
the app screen, once the user adds something to their cart.

2. The suggestions will be shown in a row format within the
recommendation box, once the user taps on its icon.

3. Each suggestion will display the image of the product on it’s left
side, price, name, quantity in the middle section and ‘Add’(Add
to cart) button on the right.

4. Tapping on any suggestion would redirect to its product item
page.

5. There will be a copy at the top of suggestions providing the
reason behind these suggestions i.e. social proof. For eg. 50K
people in your area have added this alongside items you have
added.

6. There will be an option to close the recommendation box at the
top right of it.



Mock ups

Refer 2.1 here for detailed mockup

Other ways to
solve this problem
that were
discarded

Introduce a social recommendation feature where the user can see
items bought by their friends or recommended by their friends.
Discarded because a separate social section has to be built for this
which requires very high engineering effort and cost.

2.2 Clear and consistent taxonomy of categories:

Pain Point 1.2 i.e. Inconsistent Information hierarchy of category
classification

Persona Most relevant for 3 i.e. Radha(refer Appendix 6.2)

Feature
Description

The categories when accessed from both the ways, i.e. by tapping on
the categories section or by scrolling down the app, should be
consistent in number, description, image, order etc.

Implementation
Steps

1. On accessing categories either by tapping on the categories
section or by scrolling down the app homepage, all the
categories should be displayed in consistent tiles format.

https://www.figma.com/file/dKd1vZKoA5GEhXYmXD0REZ/Grofers?node-id=0%3A1


2. There will be 3 category tiles in each row. Each tile will have an
image icon of that particular category and discount percentage
at the bottom of the image covering 20% of the tile. At the
bottom of the tile there will be the category name.

3. When a user taps on a category by both the ways, it should
redirect to the same category page without any difference.

4. The number of categories displayed, their description, image
icons on each category and the order of the categories
displayed will be the same when a user accesses them by both
ways.

Mock ups

Refer 2.2 here for detailed mockup

Other ways to
solve this problem
that were
discarded

Displaying categories in the same number, description and order in
both ways. But for categories section, display categories in a row one
after the other whereas for categories accessed by scrolling down app
homepage, display categories as a carousel which can be swiped
left/right. Discarded because even though the content is the same the
display is different, which might confuse the user.

2.3 Consistent UI design across each category page:

https://www.figma.com/file/dKd1vZKoA5GEhXYmXD0REZ/Grofers?node-id=0%3A1


Pain Point 1.3 i.e. Inconsistent design across each category page

Persona Most relevant for 2 and 3 i.e. Reema and Radha(refer Appendix 6.2)

Feature
Description

Each category page should follow a similar and consistent design. The
visual elements, such as information hierarchy, visual pattern, color
contrast, grid and alignment, should be made consistent across each
category page.

Implementation
Steps

1. When a user taps on any of the categories, the following
category page will be consistent in its design all across.

2. The category page will have 25% real estate at the top for Ads,
which can be swiped left or right to see all the Ads. Tapping on
which would redirect to the Ads/offers page.

3. Below that, 20% of real estate would be displaying all the
subcategories within that category, which can be swiped left or
right to view all of them. Tapping on any subcategory will
redirect the user to its respective page.

4. Below that, 50% of the space would be for showing items in a
row for each subcategory one by one. It can be swiped left or
right to view and tapping on any of the items would show the
product item page.

Mock ups

Refer 2.3 here for detailed mockup

https://www.figma.com/file/dKd1vZKoA5GEhXYmXD0REZ/Grofers?node-id=0%3A1


Other ways to
solve this problem
that were
discarded

A consistent category page where all the subcategories would be
shown in a row format one after the other. Each subcategory would
display a carousel of items which can be swiped left/right. Discarded
because the user will not be able to see all the subcategories at once,
thus increasing cognitive load.

2.4 Introduce a Wishlist section in the app:

Pain Point 1.4 i.e. Difficulty in keeping track of products to buy in future

Persona Most relevant for 1 i.e. Rahul(refer Appendix 6.2)

Feature
Description

A separate section called ‘Wishlist’ will be added where users can add
all the items that they want to order later.

Implementation
Steps

1. The wishlist icon should be visible at all times to the left of the
cart at the top.

2. Tapping on that icon would redirect to the wishlist page where
all the items previously saved would be visible.

3. These items in the Wishlist page would be visible in a row
format one after the other. Each item row would contain an
image on the left, price, name, ratings and quantity in the
middle and an ‘Add’ button on the bottom right.

4. The product items shown on the app homepage, under any
category, subcategory or main product page will have the
wishlist icon at the top right of it to quickly add it to the wishlist.

5. When the user taps on the wishlist icon it changes color to
orange indicating that the product item is added to the user's
wishlist.



Mock ups

Refer 2.4 here for detailed mockup

Other ways to Introduce a Reminder and Scheduler option to remind the user to buy

https://www.figma.com/file/dKd1vZKoA5GEhXYmXD0REZ/Grofers?node-id=0%3A1


solve this problem
that were
discarded

an item or set a schedule to buy an item at regular intervals. Discarded
as the user would find this option more complex and high effort than
the Wishlist option

2.5 Introduce a Filter feature in each subcategory page:

Pain Point 1.5 i.e. Difficulty in exploring new items within a subcategory

Persona Most relevant for 1 and 2 i.e. Rahul and Reema(refer Appendix 6.2)

Feature
Description

In each subcategory page, there will be a filter option where users can
filter results based on brand name, popularity, price, quantity,
discounts, offers etc.

Implementation
Steps

1. The Filter option should be present in a row just below the
subcategory sections row.

2. This row will display the number of items selected on the left
and the filter options to the right of it which can be swiped left
or right to view all of them.

3. Users can select multiple filter options.
4. Each filter option will have a drop down menu. Once a user

taps on any filter option it will display sub-options for that filter
option.

5. Users can tap and select multiple sub-options within each filter
option.

6. The filter option section will have two options at the bottom i.e.
‘Clear Filters’ at the left and ‘Show Results’ at the right.

7. Tapping on ‘Clear Filters’ will remove all filters and show all the
items within that subcategory.

8. Tapping on ‘Show Results’ will display the results based on
filters selected.



Mock ups

Refer 2.5 here for detailed mockup

Other ways to
solve this problem

Introduce Voice based Filter search within each subcategory.
Discarded because it will take a lot of engineering effort to build this

https://www.figma.com/file/dKd1vZKoA5GEhXYmXD0REZ/Grofers?node-id=0%3A1


that were
discarded

feature as compared to normal filter feature.



3.0 Prioritization
Prioritization will be done based on RICE framework which is defined as follows:

1. Reach(R) Percentage of users this solution will have an impact on. 20%-Low; 50%-Medium;
80%-high; 100%-Massive

2. Impact(I) on the goal of Grofers(providing convenience and efficiency to customers).
0.25-Minimal ; 0.5-Low ; 1-Medium ; 2-High ; 3-Massive

3. Confidence(C) on the solution based on available data: 20%-low ; 50%-Medium ; 80%-High ;
100%-Massive

4. Effort(E) in person-months. 1-low effort items; 2-medium effort items;  3-high effort items; 4- very
high effort items

5. RICE score = R*I*C/E

S.N. Solution R I C E RICE
Score

2.1 Better suggestions under the Recommendations box 50 0.5 20 2 250

2.2 Clear and consistent taxonomy of categories 50 1 50 2 1250

2.3 Consistent UI design across each category page 80 3 80 3 6400

2.4 Introduce a Wishlist section in the app 20 1 80 2 800

2.5 Introduce a Filter feature in each subcategory page 80 2 100 4 4000

Final Priority order: 2.3, 2.5, 2.2, 2.4, 2.1



4.0 Success Metrics

S.N. Solution Metrics to measure

2.1 Better suggestions under the
Recommendations box

1. %change in number of users adding the
product in recommendations to cart as
compared to the old version after a month

2. %change in number of users tapping on
the product in recommendations to view
more information about it as compared to
old version

3. Total #users viewing the
recommendations per week

2.2 Clear and consistent taxonomy of
categories

1. #taps on any category per user per
session

2. Avg. time per session scrolling through
categories without any tap on any
category

3. Total #users tapping on any category per
week

2.3 Consistent UI design across each
category page

1. Ratio of #taps to avg. time spent in
category page per session

2. Ratio of #add to carts to avg. time spent in
category page per session

3. Change in Net Promoter Score after a
month

4. Ratio of #sessions users scrolling
category page without any taps to total
#sessions users scroll category page per
week

2.4 Introduce a Wishlist section in the
app

1. #adds to wishlist per user per month
2. %add to carts from wishlist section per

month
3. #revisits in wishlist section per user per

month

2.5 Introduce a Filter feature in each
subcategory page

1. #Filter based search results per user per
week

2. %Filter options used per user per week
3. %add to carts from filtered results as

compared to unfiltered results
4. Avg. time per session scrolling through

subcategory page without any taps



5.0 Summary
I deduced the goal of Grofers, which is to increase convenience and efficiency for their
customers using its platform, based on its vision and mission statement(Refer Appendix 6.1). In
order to do this, I mapped the whole user journey(refer Appendix 6.3), right from opening the
app to paying and checking out of the app, and observed areas where user experience could be
improved.

I could identify five pain points in the app and came up with a solution for each one of them by
discarding others via trade offs. The solutions are,

1. Better suggestions under the Recommendations box
2. Clear and consistent taxonomy of categories
3. Consistent UI design across each category page
4. Add a Wishlist section in the app
5. Add Filter feature in each subcategory page

In order to decide the order in which these solutions would be implemented, I then prioritized
these solutions based on Reach, Impact on the goal of Grofers, Confidence and Engineering
Effort required. The top solution that came out of this prioritization is “building a consistent UI
design across each category page”. So this is the solution which would be implemented first.
This solution is directly in line with the vision and mission statement of Grofers.



6.0 Appendix

6.1 Goal
Vision of Grofers is to be the most loved grocery shopping platform in India. It’s mission is to
improve the quality of life for consumers in India by making grocery shopping more convenient
and efficient. So, from this we can say that the overarching goal of Grofers is to increase
convenience and efficiency for their customers using its platform. Keeping this in mind, let’s go
through the typical journey of the users on its platform and find areas where the user experience
can be improved.

6.2 User Persona

S.N. User Identification User Story

1. Rahul 1. 27 years old
2. Working professional

in IT industry
3. Bengaluru

A tech-savvy single person who uses the
app quite frequently i.e. twice a week, so
is a power user of the app. He has
appointed a cook for his daily meals and
likes to occasionally cook as well.

Due to his busy schedule at work, he
doesn’t get time to go to physical stores
and shop for groceries. Thus, orders from
Grofers.

He wants to order all his grocery needs
online and get it as fast as possible.

2. Reema 1. 35 years old
2. Teacher in a school
3. Nashik

She uses the app twice/thrice a month i.e.
a normal user of the app. She cooks
meals for her family after coming back
home from work.

Since managing work and family
responsibilities becomes tough and time
consuming, she has downloaded Grofers
app, which was suggested to her by a
friend, to order groceries online.

She is used to bargaining and is on the
lookout for discounts/offers on the app to



save money.

3. Radha 1. 45 years old
2. Housewife
3. Mumbai

She recently got to know about Grofers
from her son and uses the app once a
month i.e. an occasional user. She cooks
meals for her family members.

She is quite new to the app and is
learning about all the features in it. She
normally goes to the offline market to buy
groceries but COVID-19 has made her
adapt to the online medium of ordering
groceries.

6.3 User Journey

S.N. Steps User Emotion Reason

1. Wants to buy groceries online so
opens Grofers

Happy As the user finds it convenient
to order online

2. Initial screen shows a copy of ‘Stay
home Stay Safe’

Happy As the copy conforms with
user belief of ordering online
safely

3. New user gets prompt asking to
provide access to media on their
device

Apprehension As the user doesn’t know the
reason and purpose of
Grofers accessing their media
files

4. New user sees a screen providing
information about different features
on homepage

Happy As the user knows the basic
elements present in the
homepage and its usage

5. User sees the homepage and the
ads on it and scrolls down

Annoyance As the user wants to look for
grocery items as soon as they
open the app, but instead
they see ads at the top

6. User sees different categories
available by scrolling down the app
or tapping on categories section

Sad As the user is confused by
different categories shown by
scrolling down or by tapping
on categories section

7. User looks into various categories
available such as personal care,

Sad As the user experiences
different design in each



household items, beverages etc and
all have different UI design

category making it tough for
the user to get used to the
app

8. User uses the search bar to look for
specific items

Happy As the user finds it convenient
to directly search for what
they are looking for

9. User looks into product page for
more details about it and adds it to
the cart

Trust As the user is able to ensure
the authenticity of the product
by reading the information
section of the product

10. User gets recommendations based
on item just added

Sad As the user finds the
recommendations irrelevant
and not useful

11. User goes to the cart and proceeds
to checkout

Sad As the user finds it difficult to
find details about delivery and
coupon code


